
Charisma that Inspires

Meet     Work     Dine     Coffee     Console  
Reception     Bar Counter     Kitchen Top & Island

Solid Wood Table



Tables take a central place in our lives, we eat, we 
play, we talk, we meet and we work at the table. For 
over a decade, we design, develop and manufacture 
products for all those moments. 

When you choose a piece of modernhistory furniture, you get 
much more than a physical product. Every piece comes with a 
story, the passion and distinctive craftsmanship, where nothing is 
left to chance and every detail is executed with the greatest 
care. Each iconic work passes through numerous expert hands 
before taking pride of place in your living room.

The log is harvested from programmed cutting, the dimension of 
the certified logs permits the manufacture of very exclusive 
tables, made of one unique board, that can reach up to 6 
meters of length. 

We have a story to tell
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Charisma

2015 Range
The Exceptional Traits of Charisma

The Design Philosophy

For modernhistory, “Charisma” is the central element in our design 
philosophy. The aesthetics of our designs is inspired by the charming 
personality traits of “Charisma”, the strong self belief, the will and passion 
to succeed, the wisdom in thought and courage to face challenges, are 
the fundamental concept embodied in our design series, every model 
expresses a unique trait.

Charisma is a gift, not made, and it’s inspiring!



AMBIZIONE
Ambition

This wonderful contemporary piece is an ingenious art of 

work combining technology and refined craftsmanship. 

Precise parts are crafted together to create the perfect rigidity and

present a sturdy appearance that give the table a highly 

individual character. 

This is the Ambition, the desire and determination to achieve success.



NON-CONFORMI
Non-Conforming

An astonishing design that combines two different supporting

elements - a pair of exquisite legs and an elegant solid timber base,

which expresses an attitude of brave out-of-the-box thinking.

This contradicting yet synchronized model conveying the charismatic

traits of non-conforming mindset against the society norms and values.



CARISMA
Charisma, compelling attractiveness or charm that can

inspire devotion in others.

The highly distinctive and strong three legged construction

provides great stability, they are slightly oblique to amplify its

aesthetic beauty, it expresses the charismatic charm of

passion and grace.

Hand polished with care to leverage the quality of the 

high grade materials into a brilliant symphony. 

Realizing a bold and elegant addition to your room.



FORTE
Strength

The name says it all: Strength.

A no-nonsense table made of solid wood slab table top and base.

The base are position outward to harvest maximum degree of stability. 

This extensive robust form clearly announced its inner strength and

calm stability.



LIBERTA
Freedom

Accepting and accommodating, not restrained nor confined by standard perception, are the essentials in 

this collection. 

Skillfully carved to reveal every bit of its majestic natural splendor, bringing its wild nature under control, 

hand polished and hand varnished with utmost care to leverage the quality of the high grade materials into a

masterpiece that is certain to impress your guests.



Every person is different and has different needs 
and desires. 

No matter where your project is in the world, we 
integrate your ideas of shape, color, width, 
length, height and desired finish together with the 
characteristics of your room interior to create a 
table that is uniquely yours.

Tailored to satisfy each and every desire and story 
of our clients.

Create Your Own
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We are here at the
Ground Floor of

Oval Damansara
Office Tower

to 
Bangsar, KL

LOCATION

Keep left & go straight
across the traffic light
under the bridge

Oval
Damansara
Office Tower
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